Production Workbenches

Production benches (PB) are versatile components necessary to any laboratory layout. At WSI our production benches can be customized to meet any size requirements, including fixed or adjustable height legs. Table top options include solid phenolic, epoxy resin, solid surface, butcher block, plastic laminate or stainless steel.

Production benches can be converted to an assembly bench with additional options including slotted uprights, 15A or 20A power strips (benches with attached power are UL listed), shelving, bookend brackets, task lighting, plumbing fixtures, footrests, modesty panels, and tackboard. All benches accommodate suspended, mobile or base cabinets with any drawer configuration.
The Concept 2000 Series (C2) Bench is our flagship model. This series is modular yet versatile and can be customized with our extensive line of standard accessories. Design the workstation to best fit your needs for ESD technical assembly, simply by adding an ESD protected worksurface and other ergonomic productivity accessories to best make your through-put more efficient. Or add other accessories such as gas and/or air turrets, phenolic resin worksurface, shelving with protected bookend panels, and make the workstation into modular laboratory furniture. Expansion to the line of workbenches can be achieved by ordering additional adder benches that will attach to the original Starter Bench to make it very economical for future growth.
At WSI we believe in customization and we know that your needs differ from others. With our available options and accessories we can personalize our equipment to fit any specific needs. These options also allow for growth as you expand your business. Such options include:

- Drawers
- ESD
- ESD laminate
- Keyboards trays
- Steel Shelves
- Conveyors
- 5 tool drawers
- Tool trolleys
- Stainless steel work surfaces
- Phenolic resin work surfaces
- Micro Scope holders
- Flow racks
- Overhead lights
- Parts cup rails
- Cleanroom
- Flat panel swing arms
- Laminar flow benches
- LED light
- Slide line rails
- ESD banana jacks
- Tool tray swing arms
- Ball transfer

Please visit our website for further details and specifications.

workstationindustries.com
Workstation Industries has been a progressive manufacturer in the Lab and technical furniture industries since 1995.

Our basic philosophy is simple: Define our customer’s wants and needs and then produce quality workstations at a reasonable cost and lead time.

Our hands-on customer service assures that our customers are totally satisfied with the product design, quality and workmanship, from start to finish.

We manufacture all of our products on site in over 25,000 square feet of manufacturing space IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

This provides us the opportunity to control 100% of the manufactured product, thereby offering our clientele one of the best lead times in the industry.

We fabricate all sheet metal components, weld all frames, laminate all work-surfaces and powder paint all finished goods. We have CNC sheet metal and wood working equipment. Our products are UL Listed for structural integrity and electrical safety.

By controlling all facets of manufacturing, we afford our clients the luxury of custom designs and/or modifications within our existing product line while maintaining competitive pricing and outstanding lead times.

“At Workstation Industries no job is too small or too large”!

workstationindustries.com
Made in the USA
714.258.7535